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ABSTRACT

GPS and meteo data from a few Polish permanent stations of EUREF network as well as GPS
data from test network were analysed. Vector components were calculated from a few hours long
GPS observing sessions with and without overlap using bernese software as well as using
commercial packages. An attempt to distinguish between deterministic, random and chaotic
components of the signal and to estimate them was made. Spectral analysis with auto-regressive
estimation was applied to all time series with use of identical or almost identical parameters.
Regression analysis was further conducted for time series with similar spectra. At that stage both
energy and phase characteristics of periodic processes were checked. In some cases the heuristic
analysis of graphically represented data was conducted. Geometrically estimated variations in
vector components obtained from GPS data processing have distinguished periodic terms with
dominating 24h, 12h and shorter periods. They are affected however by periodic errors of the same
level of magnitude. Regularity of these variations occurs at different levels for the vectors
investigated. An attempt of separation of periodic biases onto three groups depending on ground
segment (receiver, antenna and software), space segment (orbits and satellites configuration) and
environmental segment (troposphere and ionosphere models) was undertaken. Although
atmospheric pressure variations contain distinguished diurnal and sub-diurnal periodic terms their
phases are shifted with respect to the corresponding components of GPS derived signals. Contrary
to atmospheric pressure variations temperature variations seem to generate vertical oscillations of
sites. Residual deviations from true orbits together with changes of the configuration of GPS
satellites become partially randomised in investigated 4-th hour sessions. It does not concern the
effect of ionosphere delay since the errors of its modelling strongly depend on rate of change of the
total electron content that has characteristic time of change of a few hours.


